
 

ABOUT US

We, CADS Additive GmbH, are on our way to dominate the 3D-printing world with AM-Studio. It is our  

self-proclaimed prophecy to infect the world through innovation and determination in our products and 

components, which can be found in well-known additive manufacturing software and hardware providers 

worldwide. But this is just the start.

Technologiepark 17
4320 Perg, Austria

www.cads-additive.com

Are you willing to embrace new professional challenges or  
to take your next career step? Then become a member of 
our team and send us your detailed application to: 
career@cads-additive.com

FULL-TIME (M/W/X) 
C++ BACKEND

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

 § active participation in innovative projects in the field  

of additive manufacturing / 3D-printing

 § realization and conception of backend services in C++

 § become the driving force of innovation for all our  

products and clients

 § bridging gaps between Platforms (Windows and Linux)

WHO SHOULD APPLY?

 § you have a systemic way of thinking and architectural 

design is your passion

 § you are motivated and enjoy dealing with a lot of  

technologies

 § communication with your colleagues in different  

languages (English and German) doesn’t scare you

 § you care about sustainable interface definition

 § you are ambitious and enjoy forging core functionality 

together

 § ideally, you are looking back on 3 years of experience 

with C++, but it‘s not a must

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?

 § a crazy bunch of people, skilled and dedicated to 

their work, but also fun-loving and open-minded for all 

aspects of life

 § a really interesting area of work, with a lot of space for 

development and self-fulfillment

 § the chance that sometimes nerf bullets will fly through 

the air, the certainty that there will be social gathering 

after work, and the risk of being whitewashed at a 

table football game

WHAT DO WE OFFER:

 § remote working environment

 § flexible working hours and independent work in a 

young team

 § work in an exciting field – additive manufacturing – 

an established and growing area on the forefront of 

technology

 § flat hierarchies and a pleasant working atmosphere

 § participation in training classes and conferences

 § technically challenging projects with international 

customers

 § exciting employee events

 § good coffee, table football and a lot of fun

TO START WORK:

 § beginning immediately

The annual salary will range from EUR 36.890 to EUR 61.656 gross upon a full-time employment basis.

Willingness to pay more based upon qualifications and experience.


